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INTRODUCTION

Broadband access to the Internet has become a
staple of the modern home. The wireless indus-
try, however, does not have a substantial share
of the last-mile broadband access market. To
address this problem, IEEE 802.16 [1–3] was
formed, initially aimed at creating a standard
that could compete with cable access networks
as a last-mile solution for broadband access. In
the beginning, end users were expected to be
immobile and to have a line-of-sight (LOS) to
the base station (BS). The standard since has
moved into the mobile non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
domain, mainly with the 802.16e-2005 amend-
ment [4] to the 802.16-2004 standard [5].

To streamline the process of product certifi-
cation and deployment, industry leaders created
the WiMAX Forum, a non-profit consortium
tasked with creating profiles based on IEEE
802.16 and certifying products as being compli-
ant with these profiles. Over 500 companies are
members of the WiMAX Forum, a testament to
the investment of industry in WiMAX. Because
of their efforts, mobile WiMAX systems are
expected to begin deploying in the United States

in 2008.
Even with the advanced signal processing

techniques employed in WiMAX (e.g., orthogo-
nal frequency division multiple access [OFDMA]
and multiple input multiple output [MIMO]),
the projected data rates will require a signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver that may be
difficult to obtain at the cell edge. Competition
with wireline broadband providers means
WiMAX must be highly reliable, and competi-
tion with third generation (3G) cellular networks
means WiMAX must fill coverage holes for max-
imum mobility. These challenges are conflicting
at a basic level; all else being equal, increasing
data rate reduces reliability, and increasing mini-
mum reliability service reduces the coverage
area.

The most intuitive and up to now, the most
widely used strategy to address these challenges
is to shrink the size of the cell, effectively
increasing the number of BSs over a given area.
Although this strategy likely will increase capaci-
ty because users are much closer to their serving
BSs (until the increased interference outweighs
the increased signal power), its benefit is limited
because of the exceeding cost of BSs. For each
BS, the provider must pay for antenna space and
the wired backhaul to the network, not to men-
tion the digital and radio frequency (RF) equip-
ment itself.

Instead, an increasingly attractive strategy is
to insert fixed relays into the cell whose sole
purpose is to aid communication from BS to
mobile station (MS) and vice versa. Such net-
works are called multihop cellular networks
(MCNs) and are the focus of recent research [6].
Although there are many unsolved problems in
relaying, IEEE 802.16 has formed a task group
to extend the IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard to
include multihop communication, indicating that
the field has reached a significant level of matu-
rity. This amendment is called IEEE 802.16j [7],
or as we sometimes refer to it, 16j.

The history of 16j is quite recent; the task
group was created in March 2006, and the first
technical contributions were made in November
of the same year. By August 2007, a draft was
sent to ballot, requesting the approval of the 350
IEEE 802.16 members. The draft failed to gar-
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ner the 75 percent approval rate required so an
extensive effort was put forth to create a second
draft, which passed letter ballot on January 14,
2008. To resolve as many comments from disap-
proving voters as possible, the task group subse-
quently completed Drafts 3 through 6, the last of
which is, as of the date of final authorship, pro-
ceeding to sponsor ballot and then to the IEEE
Standards Association (SA) Standards Board
Review Committee (RevCom). This committee
must make a recommendation for approval or
disapproval to the Standards Board itself. An
optimistic speculative timeline based on previous
schedules [8, 9] is shown in Table 1. Note that
because the draft is not finalized, it may change
during the remainder of the standardization pro-
cess. This article is current as of Draft 4.

After standardization, the WiMAX Forum
may create profiles based on a subset of features
from 16j to ensure interoperability between ven-
dor equipment. This subset is what actually may
be implemented. The process of creating a
WiMAX profile based on IEEE 802.16j has
begun, but the final outcome of this process is
still unclear.

Because of its short history, literature on
802.16j is sparse, consisting mainly of detailed
reports of contributions to the standard pro-
posed by the respective authors (e.g., [10–12]).
Independent researchers have begun to study
the amendment (e.g., [13]), but to learn even the
basics, they are faced with the tedious and daunt-
ing task of sifting through contributions, com-
ments databases, and the document itself.
Although the authors have not been involved
actively in the creation of IEEE 802.16j and are
not 802.16 working group members, we have
been following its development closely from
both an academic and industrial viewpoint and
found a need for a clear tutorial for researchers
and executives with an interest in 802.16j. This
article introduces the IEEE 802.16j standard in a
tutorial form not yet found in the literature, to
give newcomers without inside access, an under-
standing of how and why the standard was built.

The following sections provide a technical
overview of IEEE 802.16j while attempting to
point out interesting new aspects of MCNs. The
article begins by discussing the technological
challenges the 16j task group faced and the
scope of the problem they are attempting to
solve. Next, the most important physical (PHY)-
and medium access control (MAC)-layer aspects
of 16j are reviewed with an emphasis on the
variety of possible relaying structures, and the

article concludes with a summary and a look to
the future.

GOALS AND CHALLENGES
The purpose of IEEE 802.16j is not to standard-
ize a new cellular network that includes multi-
hop capability, but instead to expand previous
single-hop 802.16 standards to include multihop
capability. To expedite the standards process
while still maximizing the likelihood that 16j will
be useful in practice, designers limited their
scope to the point-to-multipoint (PMP) OFDMA
PHY mode of 802.16e-2005. Because companies
are already well into the development stages of
WiMAX-compatible mobile devices, 16j must be
compatible with 16e MSs. This severely limits
the scope and capabilities of the physical layer,
but increases the likelihood that a WiMAX pro-
file based on 16j will be implemented. As we will
see, however, the BS must be modified to allow
relaying. Since WiMAX BSs have yet to be
deployed in many areas, this drawback may not
be too severe.

Not only must the new standard be fully com-
patible with 16e devices, it also must satisfy this
requirement for several levels of relay function-
ality. In 16j, not all relays are created equal. One
can imagine a relay placed by the service
provider near newly developed areas to extend
coverage, or a commercial product bought by a
subscriber wishing to extend coverage into his
home. To narrow their focus, the task group cre-
ated the following relay usage scenarios for
IEEE 802.16j [14].

Fixed Infrastructure — Fixed-infrastructure
relays, like BSs, are to be deployed by the ser-
vice provider in stationary areas to serve general
traffic. They are intended to increase both
throughput and coverage because they are likely
to be placed above roof tops to allow an LOS
with the BS, but this may not always be the case.
This category also may include commercial
relays purchased by a subscriber, which may
leave and enter the network at any time.

In-Building Coverage — Even with the rela-
tively small demands of voice service, current
mobile phones often perform poorly inside
buildings. Relays are expected to be placed both
by the service provider and by the end user near
the shell, or just inside, of the building to fill the
“coverage hole” inside. This type of relay also
can be deployed near tunnels or subways to pro-
vide coverage where there is otherwise none.
These relays can be nomadic and likely will
operate with NLOS channels. Intriguingly, they
may operate on battery power and probably will
have low complexity.

Temporary Coverage — Events where a large
group of people are densely packed into a small
area form a unique opportunity for relays. The
multihop capability of 802.16j will enable some
of the traffic generated by this dense population
to be routed to BSs in adjacent cells. Near stadi-
ums, this infrastructure can be placed by the ser-
vice provider as a permanent solution.
Temporary relays also can be deployed in emer-
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Table 1. Speculative timeline for IEEE 802.16j
approval.

Date Action

Aug. 2008 Final letter ballot approval

Dec. 2008 Sponsor ballot approval

Feb. 2009 Submission to RevCom

Mar. 2009 SA Approval
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gencies where some BSs may have been dam-
aged. For this reason, temporary coverage relays
may be required to run on batteries and will
range from small and simple to large and com-
plex.

Coverage on a Mobile Vehicle — A mobile
vehicle, such as a train or bus, presents unique
challenges to communications engineers. Usual-
ly, there are several people located very closely
together, and the vehicle is moving, sometimes
very quickly, through cells. To provide reliable
coverage to such users, a complex relay may be
deployed on the vehicle and obviously, will be
highly mobile.

From a PHY perspective, backward compati-
bility with 16e MSs does not pose a technical dif-
ficulty, as much as it constrains possibilities. In
the downlink, advanced combining of multiple
signals (e.g., from both the relay and BS) is not
possible, although as detailed later, cooperation
is still possible. Furthermore, the relay must be
able to support all the modulation and coding
schemes a 16e MS supports.

The PHY of an MS expects to communicate
with only one device — the BS. In 16j, the MS
may receive from the BS and a relay station in
the same frame. This raises issues regarding
channel estimation, synchronization, and fre-
quency offset.

Furthermore, PHY researchers often disre-
gard the MAC layer sitting on top of the PHY.
In receive mode, the MAC considers what kind
of data the PHY received and what should be
done with it; in transmit mode, the MAC neatly
packages information and gives it to the PHY
for transmission. For this reason, pure amplify-
and-forward relaying strategies are not practical
for 16j because the MAC, which figures out
exactly how the data should be relayed, must
operate on bits. A slight deviation from this is
discussed in the next section.

Much of the burden of 16e-compatibility is
placed on the MAC. An entirely new set of mes-
sages specific to relaying must be created with-
out overlapping with the extensive set of MAC
messages in IEEE 802.16-2004 and IEEE
802.16e-2005. Further, the MAC now is respon-
sible for ensuring a required quality of service
(QoS) over multiple hops and allowing for hand-
offs of relays serving multiple MSs. Hybrid auto-
matic repeat request (HARQ) also must be
maintained over multiple hops, as does the
advanced security offered by 802.16.

The task given to the 16j task group was
appreciable. In the next section, we present a
broad technical overview of its solutions to the
above challenges, focusing on the most impor-
tant aspects.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW OF
IEEE 802.16J

TERMINOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE
For the remainder of this article, we employ ter-
minology used in the IEEE 802.16j draft but
attempt to keep jargon to a minimum. A 16j-
compliant BS is a multihop relay-BS (MR-BS), a
relay station is an RS, and the end-user devices

are MSs.
The 16j standard does not place a limit on

the number of hops from MR-BS to MS in most
cases, and the path between the MR-BS and the
MS must contain only RSs. The station that
directly communicates with an MS is the access
station for that MS; the access station may be an
MR-BS or an RS. The station that an RS trans-
mits to in the uplink is its superordinate station;
a relay station that an RS or MR-BS transmits
to in the downlink is its subordinate RS.

With this terminology in mind, we can begin
a more thorough overview of IEEE 802.16j.

PHY MODIFICATIONS
Several additions to a single-hop PHY must be
made to incorporate multihop capability. In par-
ticular, consider a typical single-hop cellular net-
work. Whenever the BS transmits, it is doing so
in the downlink. Whenever the MS transmits, it
is doing so in the uplink. A relay, however, must
transmit and receive in both the uplink and the
downlink. In IEEE 802.16e-2005, a frame con-
sists of a downlink subframe followed by an
uplink subframe.1 Thus, to accommodate the
relay, 16j designers split each subframe into an
access zone and a relay zone. The word “access”
in access zone betrays the fact that the MS is
transmitting/receiving in the uplink/downlink
access zone. Similarly the relay zone consists of
communication between relay stations and their
superordinate stations.

To keep 16j as general as possible, its design-
ers have included functionality allowing a non-
transparent2 relay to transmit on a different
carrier frequency than its superordinate station.
This can be done with a single radio that switch-
es carrier frequencies when it switches between
uplink and downlink, or it could be done with
multiple radios capable of simultaneous trans-
mission [15]. Much of the standard, however,
focuses on the case where a relay transmits on
the same carrier frequency as its superordinate
station, and this is the case we consider here.
Further, the multi-frequency case was intro-
duced only recently (in Draft 4) and is more
prone to change during the remainder of the
standardization procedure.

A dichotomy of MSs arises in MCNs — those
that are communicating directly with the BS and
those whose data is routed through one or more
relays. The MSs communicating with relays can
be grouped further into mobiles that can or can-
not decode the control information from the BS.
The relays serving those that can decode the
control information of the BS are not required
to transmit control information themselves.
These mobiles are in range of the BS but can
achieve higher throughput by using multiple
hops, each with superior signals in both direc-
tions. Thus, the benefit of relaying in this sce-
nario is an increase in capacity. Such relays are
termed transparent, because the mobile is not
aware the relay exists.

The relays serving MSs that cannot decode
the control information from the MR-BS must
transmit control information at the beginning of
the frame because the performance of the 16e-
compatible device depends on it. These relays
are called non-transparent because the MS syn-

1 This article focuses on
time-division duplexing
(TDD) networks,
although the OFDMA
PHY supports FDD as
well.

2 This term will be defined
shortly.
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chronizes and collects control information from
it; however, the MS will have an implicit “under-
standing” that the non-transparent relay is actu-
ally a BS.

Transparent Relaying — Let us first consider
the frame structure for a two-hop transparent
relay system, an example of which is shown in
Fig. 1. As in 16e, the frame begins with the
downlink subframe. The BS has data to send to
several MSs, all of which can decode its control
data. Some of the MSs, however, may benefit if
the data is first sent to a relay and then forward-
ed to the MS; thus, these MSs are served by
relays. The way 16j designers attacked this sce-
nario is to have all control information originate
from the BS. The BS then proceeds in its normal
downlink subframe, sending data to the MSs it
serves directly and its subordinate relays. In this
manner, the relay acts as an MS during the first
downlink subframe. The downlink subframe,
however, is split into two zones:
• The downlink access zone, where the BS

transmits to the MSs it directly serves and
its subordinate relays

• The transparent zone, where the relays
transmit to the MSs they serve
In the transparent zone, the BS can either

transmit to its subordinate MSs, remain silent, or
transmit cooperatively with the relays, as
described later in this section.

After the downlink subframe, the uplink sub-
frame begins (with a small transition time to
allow all participating RF front ends to switch

from transmit to receive or vice versa). Like its
downlink counterpart, the uplink subframe is
split into two zones:
• The uplink access zone, where MSs transmit

to their serving units
• The uplink relay zone, where relays transmit

to the BS
As explained earlier, the relays generally

operate in decode-and-forward mode, although
this is not explicitly stated in the standard. This
is because the MAC requires data contained in
the header and subheaders to operate, and the
PHY is generally unaware of the difference
between these headers and payload data. The
exception to this rule is in the optional direct
relay zone, where the relay demodulates and
deinterleaves its signal, then immediately inter-
leaves and modulates it for transmission; without
decoding, the relay may be able to receive and
transmit the same data in the same frame. Such
a mode of operation is permitted only for trans-
parent two-hop relaying. Although direct relay-
ing is an optional zone that was added to the
standard relatively recently, it poses some inter-
esting technical questions, specifically about the
loss of soft information at the relay.

An immediately obvious drawback to trans-
parent relaying is that part of the control infor-
mation sent by the BS is the preamble, which
may be used for channel estimation at the MS.
Thus, the MS initially may train for the BS-to-
MS channel, whereas its data is actually sent on
the RS-to-MS channel. Although OFDM sub-
channel pilot symbols help correct the incorrect

n Figure 1. An example transparent frame for both the MR-BS and the transparent RS, which does not
transmit control information such as preamble or MAP. Transmissions by the MR-BS and RS are orthogo-
nal in time or frequency. In the transparent zone, the MR-BS may cooperate with the transparent RS in
sending information to the MS. A transparent relay may also be the subordinate of a non-transparent relay.
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training, a loss in performance still can appear.
The MS also expects the frequency offset from
the BS; thus, the RS must alter its signal to
mimic this offset.

Non-Transparent Relaying — The relays serv-
ing MSs that cannot decode the BS control infor-
mation must transmit control information
themselves. These are non-transparent relays.
Because the MS cannot decode this information
from the BS, it is out of range; thus, a non-trans-
parent relay extends coverage.

An example frame structure for a non-trans-
parent relay system is shown in Fig. 2. In this
case, both the MR-BS and the relay transmit
control data at the beginning of the frame. This
way, the MS can synchronize with the relay,
which is synchronized with the MR-BS. The
downlink subframe starts off in the access zone
so relays and BSs both are transmitting to their
MSs. After the downlink access zone is the
downlink relay zone, which consists of control
information, data, and a midamble (called relay
amble or R-amble) specifically for subordinate
relays.

This raises the question of multiple hops.
Suppose there are three hops between the MR-
BS and the MS. In the scenario of Fig. 2, the
access relay transmits to the MS in the downlink
access zone and expects data from its superordi-
nate station in the relay zone. The problem is
that its superordinate station is a relay that also

may be required to receive in the relay zone.
There are two ways to approach this. One is to
include multiple relay zones in a frame and have
the relays alternate from transmitting to receiv-
ing in each one, as in Fig. 3. The other approach
is to group frames together into what is called a
multiframe and coordinate a repeating pattern
that dictates which relays receive or transmit in
each relay zone. An example given in the stan-
dard describes a two frame multiframe where
relays on even hops transmit in the relay zones
of even-numbered frames, and relays on odd
hops transmit in the relay zones of odd-num-
bered frames. Note that this technique can apply
to both the uplink and downlink.

The main drawback in the non-transparent
case is that now the relay and BS are transmit-
ting simultaneously in time and possibly, fre-
quency. The immediate drawback is an increase
in interference, particularly in the preamble and
control channels. Obviously, power control and
frequency reuse, which largely are left up to
manufacturers, are crucial to non-transparent
relaying. Further, non-transparent relays likely
are more sophisticated (and thus, more expen-
sive) than transparent ones because, as discussed
in the next section, they may be allowed to make
higher layer decisions on their own.

Cooperative Relaying — Although MSs are
incapable of sophisticated receive combining or
cooperation strategies, relays and multihop-

IEEE Communications Magazine • January 20096

n Figure 2. An example non-transparent frame for both the MR-BS and the non-transparent RS, which
transmits control information. This control information may interfere with that of the base stations and
other non-transparent relays, so its main aim is coverage extension. The non-transparent relay may be
capable of providing several MAC layer functions without direction from the MR-BS, and thus has poten-
tially much higher complexity than a transparent RS.
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capable BSs can work together to provide diver-
sity. IEEE 802.16j provides three mechanisms
for cooperative diversity. In each of them, the
manufacturer is responsible for ensuring that the
delay spread at the receiver is shorter than the
length of the cyclic prefix of the OFDM symbol
[3]:
• Cooperative source diversity: In this mode

of cooperation, antennas distributed among
relays and the MR-BS transmit identical
signals simultaneously in time and frequen-
cy.

• Cooperative transmit diversity: Cooperative
transmit diversity involves utilizing previ-
ously defined (16e) space-time codes dis-
tributed across antennas at the cooperating
relays or MR-BS.

• Cooperative hybrid diversity: Cooperative
hybrid diversity is a combination of the
above two diversity modes. Here, space-
time codes again are spread across a subset
of relay station and BS antennas, but at
least two antennas are transmitting identi-
cal signals.
Cooperative relaying is an optional feature of

IEEE 802.16j.

MAC MODIFICATIONS
Scheduling — Much of MAC design deals with
who decides which transceivers can transmit, and
how those decisions are communicated to the

network. In a centralized single-hop network,
such as the PMP mode of IEEE 802.16e, the BS
ultimately makes these decisions based on infor-
mation gathered through several different tech-
niques. In particular, 16e utilizes unsolicited
bandwidth requests, polling, and contention-
based procedures to determine resource alloca-
tion.

In a multihop cellular network, however,
some MAC intelligence can be given to the
relays. IEEE 802.16j allows non-transparent
relays to operate in distributed scheduling mode,
where they make decisions about resource allo-
cation to their subordinate stations, possibly in
coordination with the MR-BS. All transparent
relays must (and non-transparent relays may)
operate in centralized scheduling mode, relying
on the MR-BS to allocate its resources.

Since 802.16 is connection-oriented, resource
allocation is generally performed on a per-con-
nection basis. Each connection is given a unique
(in the MAC domain) connection identifier
(CID). Control messages generally are sent on
either basic or primary management connections,
which are assigned at network entry. In 16j,
these management connections can be allocated
by the relay station in what is called local CID
allocation mode. The MR-BS must grant a set of
CIDs to the relay to avoid an overlap. Transport
connections, which carry higher layer data, are
still allocated by the MR-BS.

n Figure 3. An example three-hop non-transparent frame structure for the MR-BS and two RSs. To support
multihop communication, the relay zone is segmented so that Relay 0 receives from the MR-BS in DL
Relay Zone 1 and transmits to Relay 1 in DL Relay Zone 2. A similar concept, where the relay behavior in
a DL Relay Zone depends on the frame number, is also defined in 16j.
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Tunneling — Aside from dealing with how
resources to the MS are allocated, the MAC
portion of IEEE 802.16j also is devoted to defin-
ing a new MAC (called R-MAC) between the
MR-BS and the access RS that will not require
modifications to MSs. That is, instead of forcing
each hop to act as the BS-to-MS hop of 16e, an
R-MAC enables intermediate relays to behave
like relays, instead of some mix between an MS
and a BS. A fundamental part of the R-MAC is
what is called a tunnel connection, which is iden-
tified by a tunnel CID (T-CID). A tunnel can
carry connections for several different MSs, all
being served by the same access RS. Consider
the architecture of Fig. 4. Here, the MSs being
served by RS1 each have their own connections;
however, with the use of a tunnel, the intermedi-
ate RS, RS0, views them all as the same connec-
tion, thereby simplifying a number of tasks.
Separate tunnels, called management tunnel con-
nections, can carry management packets over
multiple hops. Note that, because intermediate
RSs do not distinguish between connections in a
tunnel, QoS for the tunnel must meet or exceed
that of each connection mapped to the tunnel.

Although connections spanning multiple hops
are not required to be sent through a tunnel,
tunneling does simplify the relaying process at
intermediate relays. For example, suppose a
relay is placed on a train, and it is serving all
mobile devices on board. This train is moving
around a cell, and the access relay continues to
be handed off from relay to relay. In this case,
only the tunnel must be reestablished during
handoff, instead of reestablishing each connec-
tion on the train.

To accommodate tunneling, 16e MAC proto-
col data units (PDUs) are encapsulated into
relay MAC PDUs over tunnel connections. The
PDU begins with the relay MAC header, which
distinguishes itself so that an MS will disregard
the PDU. After the relay MAC header, several
subheaders may be included that give the receiv-
er information about the payload, including what
the QoS demands are (to enable a distributed-

scheduling-mode RS to make scheduling deci-
sions about relaying the PDU), when to relay the
packet (for a centralized-scheduling-mode RS),
or how to reconstruct PDUs to pass to higher
layers. The payload, which generally consists of a
regular 16e MAC PDU, follows the subheaders,
and a cyclic redundancy check may be appended
at the end.

HARQ — IEEE 802.16e provides support for
HARQ [3], which is mainly implemented in the
PHY but requires extensive support from the
MAC. HARQ support is extended in 16j to
include all of the relay and scheduling modes
detailed above. For instance, when the relays on
the path to an MS are operating in non-trans-
parent centralized-scheduling mode, a relay
saves the PDU until receiving an acknowledg-
ment from its subordinate station. The acknowl-
edgment originates at the MS and is passed back
to the MR-BS. If a relay along the path does not
correctly receive the burst, it immediately noti-
fies its superordinate station, which passes this
negative acknowledgment (NAK) back up the
chain to the MR-BS. The MR-BS then schedules
the HARQ burst to be resent on the link that
failed, and it continues down the path to the
MS.

Security — Security,3 like scheduling, also can
be centralized at the MR-BS or distributed
among relays. In centralized scheduling, only the
MR-BS and MS hold the keys to encrypt or
decrypt MAC PDUs. In distributed scheduling,
the access relay station can derive keys for new
MSs entering its service so that the secure link
from MR-BS consists of a secure link from MR-
BS to access RS, followed by another secure link
from access RS to MS.

RS Grouping — Finally, relay stations can be
grouped together to act as a virtual relay. An RS
group has one superordinate station and is
assigned a multicast connection that carries mes-
sages to all of the RSs in the group. Relays
inside the group either all transmit the same

n Figure 4. An example of tunneling using a three-hop architecture serving three mobile stations. The MR-BS receives three PDUs, each
destined for a unique MS. Fortunately, all of the MSs are served by the same non-transparent RS. The MR-BS can package them into
tunnel packets and send them with the same destination address (T-CID). This keeps the intermediate RS, RS0, from having to keep
track of which RS is serving which MS.
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3 Although security is a
sublayer distinct from the
MAC, we include it in this
section for brevity.
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control information (i.e., preamble, frame con-
trol header [FCH], downlink mobile access point
[MAP]), or none of them transmit control infor-
mation. Among other uses, relay grouping serves
the purpose of providing transmit diversity to a
serviced MS or minimizing handoff between
densely packed relay stations.

REMAINING CHALLENGES
This section provides a brief summary of what
the authors perceive to be the main challenges
in implementing a system based on an IEEE
802.16j profile. A detailed analysis of such chal-
lenges is beyond the scope of this article.

Because implementing relaying is not the
only way to extend coverage, it must be the most
cost-effective approach. Relaying, as it is imple-
mented in IEEE 802.16j, covers the broad range
from very simple, inexpensive relays to complex
and costly relays. A non-transparent relay acting
in a distributed mode is nearly as complex as a
BS. A transparent relay or a non-transparent
relay in centralized mode is much simpler and
less expensive but requires an order of magni-
tude more complexity in the BS. For service pro-
viders to adopt a new technology such as
relaying, manufacturers must ensure that costs
are kept low. At the time of writing, the authors
are unaware of any cost analysis performed since
16j matured.

As far as technical issues, frequency reuse,
relay placement, resource allocation, and
scheduling are very difficult, yet extremely
important, problems that IEEE 802.16j has left
to manufacturers and providers to solve. In non-
transparent mode, for instance, interference
between the control information from the BS
must somehow be minimized. Even in transpar-
ent mode, although downlink transmissions of
the BS and relay are orthogonal in frequency,
poor frequency reuse or scheduling still can
cause unacceptable interference from surround-
ing relays.

CONCLUSION
From frame modifications to a relay MAC pro-
tocol, 16j required extensive additions to the
PHY and MAC of IEEE 802.16. This article
introduced the most fundamental of these addi-
tions, with emphasis on the wide variety of
potential relaying capabilities.

IEEE 802.16j is nearing completion. After
Sponsor Ballot approval and final IEEE-SA
Standards Board approval, whether or not any
part of 16j is deployed rests on the interest of
the WiMAX Forum in adopting it into a profile.
In the meantime, the research community can
enjoy this case study in the practical design of
multihop networks.
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